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ISOMORPHIC ROUTING ON A TOROIDAL MESH

Weizhen Mao and David M. Nicol 1

Department of Computer Science

The College of William and Mary

Williamsburg, VA 23185

ABSTRACT

We study a routing problem that arises on SIMD parallel architectures whose communication

network forms a toroidal mesh. We assume there exists a set of k message descriptors {(xi, Yi)},

where (xi, Yi) indicates that the i th message's recipient is offset from its sender by xi hops in one

mesh dimension, and Yi hops in the other. Every processor has k messages to send, and all processors

use the same set of message routing descriptors. The SIMD constraint implies that at any routing

step, every processor is actively routing messages with the same descriptors as any other processor.

We call this Isomorphic Routing. Our objective is to find the isomorphic routing schedule with least

makespan. We consider a number of variations on the problem, yielding complexity results from

O(k) to NP-complete. Most of our results follow after we transform the problem into a scheduling

problem, where it is related to other well-known scheduling problems.

IResearch was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under NASA Contract Nos.

NASl-18605 and NASl-19480 while the second author was in residence at the Institute for Computer Applications

in Science and Engineering (ICASE), NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23681-0001.





1 Introduction

The issue of routing messages in a parallel computer network has attracted a considerable

amount of attention. A host of problem variations exist. For example, some models presume

that every processor i holds a number and that one wishes to implement some permutation

(e.g., [6]). Another variation is to assume that each processor i has a list of messages each

of which is destined for an arbitrary processor, this is known as "all-to-all personalized

communication" [4]. Our problem is a constrained case of all-to-all personalized communi-

cation, on an n × m toroidal mesh. It is also a constrained case of the general "compiled

communication" problem studied in Ill, where the problem is to construct a communication

schedule for an irregular computation.

To begin with, in our problem, we can always describe a message's destination in terms

of the offset in both mesh dimensions X and Y of the source processor. Thus, a pair (x, y)

describes a message's routing requirements. Observe however that a message needn't travel

exactly x units in the X dimension and y in the Y--because of wrap-around, it may equally

well choose to travel m - x units in X and/or n - y units in Y. Now imagine a parallel

computation where every processor performs the same computation, but on different data.

Further suppose that the pattern of messages every processor sends is the same, e.g., pat-

terns associated with discretization stencils [7]. We may thus describe the communication

requirements of the entire computation in terms of the offsets {(x_, yl),..., (x_, Yk)} of the

k messages a single processor sends. We will say that the n × m different messages with a

common offset pair are aH isomorphic.

Every processor has four communication ports, referenced as North, East, West, and

South (N, E, W, and S). We assume the communication links are full-duplex. We are inter-

ested in SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) architectures, where processors execute

the same instruction stream in lock-step. Unless the architecture provides special support

for local indirect addressing (which is much slower even when provided), an implication of

SIMD processing is that at every instant, the set of messages maving through all ports of

a common type (e.g., N) are isomorphic. We desire a routing schedule that minimizes the

time required to complete the communication, i.e., the makespan.

We will examine variations of the problem, finding they have a surprising range of

complexities. The variations derive from assumptions concerning how many communication

ports may be active at a time, and whether a message must be fully routed once it begins

moving or if it can be temporarily buffered at an intermediate processor. The assumptions

and associated complexities are given below.

• One port active at a time: O(k);

• All ports active, temporary buffering allowed: O(klogk);



• All ports active, no temporary buffering: NP-complete.

Let us now state the problem more formally. In a toroidal mesh of n × m processors, a

set of messages M = {ml,m2,...,mk} is to be sent from each of the n × m processors (the

sources) to some other processors (the destinations). Each message mi is represented by a

pair of integers (xi, Yi) giving the relative offset of its destination from its source. Assume

0 < xi _< m - 1 and 0 < Yl _< n - 1. We wish to design a schedule so that all messages at

each processor are sent to (and received by) their destinations in the minimum amount of

time. Depending on the problem variation, at any time a processor can send one message

in one of four directions (N, E, W, or S), or at any time a processor can send up to four

messages, one in each direction. We assume it always takes one time unit for a message

to traverse one link. We notice that for any message rni = (xi, Yi) there are four possible

ways to send it, East and North (xi, yl), East and South (xi,-(n - yi)), West and North

(-(m - xi), yi), and finally, West and South (-(rn - xl),-(n - Yi)). Because the mesh

is toroidal, they all reach the same destination. Depending on the problem variation, we

either assume that a message must be routed to completion in a successive series of steps,

or that a message's movement can be fragmented, e.g., one step N, two steps buffered, one

step W, another step N, and so on.

For example, in a 2 × 3 toroidal mesh shown in FIG. l(a), 3 messages are to be sent,

they are rnl = (1,0), m2 = (2, 1), and m3 = (0, 1). Assuming that all ports may be active

simultaneously, we easily determine that the makespan of the optimal schedule, denoted by

C,_, is 2. From time 0 to time l, each processor sends ml East to its destination, rn2

West, and rn3 North to its destination. From time 1 to time 2, each processor sends m2

North to its destination. The schedule is illustrated in FIG. l(b). Under our assumption of

isomorphic message passing, each processor does exactly the same thing at the same time.

Any time a processor sends out a message on one port, (e.g., N), in the following time step

a message isomorphic to it is received on the opposite port (e.g., S), save that one unit of

routing service in one dimension (e.g., Y) has been given. This observation suggests that we

can approach the scheduling problem in terms of a single processor giving routing service

to each of its k messages. The schedule for one processor can be shown by the traditional

Gantt chart as in FIG. l(c).
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FIG. I. An ezample.

A message may travel either direction within a dimension. This allows the possibility of

schedules that cause a message to "backtrack", e.g., move 3 units W, and later move 4 units

E. In the case when temporary buffering is provided at each processor, such a schedule can

always be improved (at least not degraded) by removing the backtracking loop, whence if

C_ is the minimized makespan for an instance of the isomorphic routing problem, there

exists a backtracking-free schedule with cost C*a_. When there is no temporary buffering,

backtracking may be needed just to keep a message moving until it reaches its destination.

In the remainder we will confine our attention to backtracking-free schedules.

The problem defined above can be converted to an equivalent problem similar to the

open shop scheduling. We are given four machines E, W, N, S, in which E, and W are

identical in function but give different service times, as do N and S. There are k jobs,

dl,d2,...,dk. Each job Ji consists of two tasks Xi and Y/, where Xi can only be executed

by E or W (but not both, because there is no backtracking), taking zi or m - zi time

units, respectively, and Y/ can only be executed by N or S, taking yi or _l -- Yi time units,

respectively. The integers m, n, zi's and yi's are as defined in the original problem above.



TasksXi and )'_ cannot be executed simultaneously at any time, but may be broken into

unit-time slices. However, in some problem variations a job Ji may be suspended once it

has begun execution, a feature that corresponds with a message being buffered en route.

All task execution periods occur on the same machine. Our goal is to find a schedule to

execute all jobs so that the makespan or the maximum completion time Cm_x is minimized.

This problem definition suggests a new group of problems, which we call multi-operation/

multi-machine scheduling problems. In the classical multi-operation model [5], each job re-

quires execution on more than one machine. In an open shop the order in which a job

passes through the machines is immaterial, whereas in a flow shop each job has the same

machine ordering and in a job shop the jobs may have different machine orderings. In

the multi-operation/multi-machine model, instead of having just one machine to perform

a certain kind of task for a job, there is a back-up machine with the same function and a

possibly different cost.

We can distinguish the situations in which a task requires identical service at either

common function machine, or has different service requirements that depend on the machine.

Our problem is a special case of the latter. In particular, we assume that for each pair of

common function machines there exists an integer c (c = m for N-S, c = n for E-W) such

that a task with demand xi requires xi units on one machine and c - xi units on the other.

In this case we will say that the machines give complementary service.

In the remainder we will refer to problem variations by the following names.

PI: Only one machine (out of all four) may be executing at a time.

P2: All four machines may execute simultaneously, jobs may be suspended, common func-

tion machines give complementary service.

P3: All four machines may execute simultaneously, jobs may not be suspended, common

function machines give complementary service.

P4: All four machines may execute simultaneously, jobs may be suspended, common func-

tion machines give uniform service.

P5: All four machines may execute simultaneously, jobs may not be suspended, common

function machines give uniform service.

P1, P2, and P3 have meaning in the context of the isomorphic routing problem; P4 and

Ps are natural variations of the multi-operation/multi-machine scheduling problem. We

will establish complexity bounds on each of these problems.

We organize this paper as follows. In Section 2, we study the complexity of all the

problems above, save P_. /)1 is shown to be O(k), while the other variations are shown to

be NP-complete. Section 3 develops an algorithm for problem P2, and Section 4 develops



an O(klogk) implementation of the algorithm. Section 5 presents our conclusions. The

Appendix proves some useful lemmas in detail.

2 Complexity results for P1, P3, P4, and P5

Problem P1 allows only one machine to be executing at a time. The solution is trivial. Step

through the jobs sequentially, giving exhaustive service to one task, and then the other, in

each case selecting the machine which serves the task most quickly. 2k comparisons are per-

formed in the course of selecting machines, giving the algorithm complexity O(k). While

not very interesting in the scheduling context, the situation follows from the isomorphic

routing problem under the constraint that at any step, only one communication port can

be active. This is a seemingly natural constraint, but is not always required. For exam-

ple, the Thinking Machines CM-2 is able to communicate on all ports simultaneously Ill.

Indeed, the problem studied in [1] is similar to ours, in that it seeks to schedule communica-

tion (albeit irregular, as opposed to our isomorphic assumption) on the CM-2's hypercube

communication network.

Next we show that P3, P4 and P_ are NP-complete. First consider P4, where common

function machines give uniform service. Assume that machines M1, M2 are identical, as

are M3, M4. There are k jobs, J1, J2,-.., Jk' Each job Ji consists of two tasks Xi and Yi,

where Xi can only be executed by M1 and M2, taking xi time units on either machine,

and Yi can only be executed by M3 and M4, taking Yi time units on either machine. A

job may be suspended, but may never have both its tasks receiving service simultaneously.

Our goal is to find a schedule with the minimum makespan C,,_z. We shall next prove

that whether we allow preemption of tasks or not, the problem is always NP-complete.

Note that the NP-completeness of this formulation (an open shop scheduling problem of

identical back-up machines with or without preemption) implies the intractability of all

general multi-operation/multi-machine scheduling problems.

THEOREM 1 P4 is NP-complete.

PROOF. Consider the corresponding decision problem, in which given a bound B, we are

asked whether there is a schedule with Cm_ <_ B. For any instance of the NP-complete

problem PARTITION [2], given A = {al,a2,...,ak} (positive integers) we construct an

instance of the decision problem, in which there are k + 2 jobs, xi = ai and yi = 0 for i =

1 _k__1 ai + 1 and Yk+l Yk+2 = 0, and finally B = _k=l ai + 11,2,...,k, xk+l = Xk+2 ---- _ : •

1 k
We claim that there exists A I C_ A such that _a,eA' ai = _ _i=1 ai iff there is a schedule

with Cmax < B for the instance defined.

If there exists A' C__A such that _a,eA' ai = 7 _i k=] ai (for notational simplicity assume

that A'= {a_,a2,...,ah}), then we can construct a schedule with Cm_z = B as shown in



FIG. 2. Eventhoughthe scheduleconstructeddoesnot preemptanytask,it is alsofeasible
for the instancethat allowspreemptionsincenon-preemptionis consideredasaspecialcase
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FIG. 2. A schedule withCm"_ -- B for the instance of the declsion problem of P4.

If there exists a schedule with C,_ = B, then the two big tasks Xk_-i and xk+2 cannot

be scheduled on one machine sinc e otherwise Cm,_ _> xk+l +xk+2 = _/k=l ai+2 > B. With-

out loss of generality, assume Xk+l is scheduled on M1 and Xk+2 is scheduled on M2. For

Ei=l xi = E_=I ai = 2B-(xk+l +xk+2),the remaining k X-type tasks X1,.., Xk, because k

M1 and M2 are not idle from time 0 to time B. Without loss of generality, assume tasks

XI,...,Xh are scheduled on M1, and tasks Xh+l,...,Xk are scheduled on M2. We have
k

_h_ 1 xi = _i=h+l zi = ½ _=1 ai. This is true regardless of whether preemption of tasks is

allowed or not. So there exists d'= {al,...,ah} C_ A such that _a, eA' ai = ½ _=1 ai. •

7==

Now let us consider Ps, in which a job's service must be continuous, and common

function machines give uniform service. The requirement of continuity does not prohibit

the tasks from being broken into slices which are independently scheduled, so long as a

job,s execution is not interrupted. It is easy to see that the proof Of Theorem 1 can be

used without any change to prove the NP-completeness of problem Ps in both cases of

preemption and non-preemption. Thus we have the additional result:

THEOREM 2 /95 is NP-complete.

Now suppose that a job's service must be continuous, and that common function ma-

chines give complementary service. We assume that a task can be broken into unit-time

slices. This formulation corresponds directly to an isomorphic routing problem where we

require that once begun, a message continues to move at each Step until it reaches its

destination. It t urns__out that this vayiati0_n is also intractable.

THEOaEM 3 1'3 is NP-compIete.

PaOOF. Consider the corresponding decision problem, in which given a bound B, we are

asked whether there is a schedule with Cm_, _< B. For any instance of the NP-complete



problemPARTITION,givenA = {al, a2,..., ak} (positive integers) we construct an in-

stance of the decision problem as follows. Let rn and n be two integers much larger than

_ik=l ai + 2. Given four machines M1, M2, M3, M4, where M1 and M2 are identical in func-

tion but give complementary service (x and m - x for workload x respectively), as do M3

and M4 (V and n - V for workload y respectively). There are k + 4 jobs, dl,d2,...,d_+4,

each of which consists of an X-type task and a Y-type task. Let xi = ai and yl = 0 for

1 _ki= 1 ai and 1 _ki = 1,2,...,k, xk+l = m- g Yk+l = g i=lai+ 1, xk+2 = m- ½_/k=la;
1 k 1 k

and yk+2 = n- _i=lai - 1, xk+3 = 1 and Yk+3 = 7_i=lai, xk+4 = rrt- 1 and

Yk+4 = n - ½ _'---1 ai. Finally, let B = _/k- 1 ai + 1. We claim that there exists A' C A such

that _a,eA' ai = ½ _)=1 ai iff there is a schedule with Cm_x _< B for the instance defined.

If there exists A' C_ A such that _a,eA' ai = ½ _=_ a; (for notational simplicity, assume

A' = {a_, a2,..., a_}), then we can construct a schedule with C_ax = B as shown in FIG.

3. As a matter of fact, the schedule in FIG. 3 is the best possible since for any feasible

schedule Cmax >_> [1 __+__(min{xi,m- xi} + min{yi,n- y/})] = _/k_- 1 ai + 1 = B.

M 1

M2

M3

M4

1/2(B-l)

Xk+l Xk-_ Xk+2

Y k+3 Y k+l

Yk+2 Yk+4

0 I/2(B-1) +1 B

FIG. 3. A schedule with C,_ -- B for the instance of the decision problem o] P3.

If there exists a schedule with Cm_, = B, then X_, X2,..., Xk and Xk+3 must be sched-

uled on M1, Xk+l, Xk+2, Xk+4 on M.2, Yk+l, Yk+3 on M3, and Yk+2, Yk+4 on M4. Since Xk+l

and Yk+l can not be executed simultaneously, M2 executes Xk+l at the same time 343 exe-

cutes l_+z. So we say that the executions of Xk+_ and Yk+3 are completely parallel. Since

the executions of Xk+a and Yk+3 are continuous, so are the executions of Xk+3 and Xk+_.

Similarly, we can show that the executions of Xk+4 and Xk+2 are also continuous. How can

the schedule have Xk+3 on M_ and Xk+_, Xk+2, and Xk+4 on M2 such that the continuity

of Xk+3 and Xk+_ and the continuity of X_+4 and Nk+2 are both respected? It is not hard

to see that Xk+3 must be scheduled from time ½ _-1 ai to time ½ }2/_=_ai + 1. Therefore

set {X1,X2,...,X_} is divided into two sets of equal sums. So there exists A' C_ A such

that E_,eA' ai = _ Ei_l ai. •

We are left now with the problem of analyzing P_. This will require most of the remain-

der of the paper. Our approach will be to recognize that P2 is a variation on a scheduling

problem, denoted by P_, where the decision of which machine to use for any given task is



a giveninput parameter;the signof xi or Yi determines which machine to use. In the iso-

morphic routing problem this is equivalent to specifying the specific directions the message

must travel. This might arise, for instance, if the N and E ports could be used only for

sending messages, whereas the S and W ports could be used only for receiving them.

Assuming that machine usage is pre-specified, the resulting problem P_ is related to a

paper by Gonzalez and Sahni [3]. The paper studies the general open shop scheduling with

preemption, and proves that C*_,x = a _= maxi,j{Ti, Lj}, where Ti is the sum of execution

time of all tasks scheduled on machine/vii and Lj is the sum of execution time of all tasks

of job Jj. To construct the optima] schedule for any instance with m machines, n jobs, and

r nonzero tasks, an O(r(min{r, m 2} + m log n)) algorithm is presented.

It is easy to see that P._ is in fact a special case of this open shop scheduling problem, in

which parameters are integers and preemptions are only allowed at the integral points. Fur-

thermore, we also notice that the minimum makespan for any instance of P_, Cm_x, is at least

a = maxi,j{Ti, Lj} = max{Ev_,>0 xi, Ew,<o(-Xi), Evy,>0 Yi, Evy,<o(-Yi), max2{[xd +

[yj]}}. When we apply Gonzalez and Sahni's algorithm to P_, we have an optimal pre-

emptive schedule with C*_ = a. Since all preemptions occur at the integral points, this is

actually the optimal solution to P_. The time complexity of Gonzalez and Sahni's algorithm

when applied to P_ is O(klogk).

In view of this result, our approach will be to take a problem instance of P2, and

determine the machine assignments that minimize the a. Gonzalez and Sahni's algorithm

may then be applied to construct the actual schedule.

3 An algorithm for 192

As pointed out in last section, solving P2 can be reduced to the problem of finding the

task-to-machine assignment that minimizes the makespan. The actual schedule can then be

determined in O(klogk) time using the algorithm of Gonzalez and Sahni. In this section

we develop an algorithm that makes the needed assignment.

We abstract our problem as follows. We are given two sets of items, X = {X1, X2,...,

Xk}, and Y = {YI,Y2,...,Yk}, and nonnegative integers xl,x2,...,xk, Yl,Y2,...,Yk, m,

and n, where xi _< m-1 and yl _< n-1 for all i's. We must define a function F:XUY _ IV

with F(Xi) = xi or m - xi, and F(_) = Yi or n - Yi such that a = maxi,j{Ti, Lj} =

max{al, a2, a3} is minimized, where

: max E x,, Z: Cm-x,) 
v;(r(Xd=_d wfr(X,)=_-xd

w(F(Y,)=w) vi(F(v,}=,_-_,)



O_3 _- max{F(Xi) + F(Y_)}
vi

We first describe an algorithm A that defines a function f : XUY --_ £V with f(Xi) = xi

or m - xi, and f(Yi) = yi or n - yi such that the resulting al and a2 are both minimized.

Following this, we look at how F may deviate from f, and show how to modify f so as to

create F.

Algorithm A

1. Sort xl, x2,. •., xk and yl, y2,. • •, yk in nondecreasing order, separately.

2. Do the following to each sorted list. The pseudo-code below defines fx : X _ IV with

f(Xi) = xi or m-xi such that the resulting cq is minimized. To define fy : Y _ IV for

the minimum a2, we simply replace the notations for the X-list by the corresponding

notations for the Y-list.

For notational simplicity, assume 3:1, x2,. •., xk are in nondecreasing order;

a t _O;a 7 _0;i_l;j*--k;

while i _<j do

if a + + xi <_ a'{ + (m- xj)

then { fx(Xi) _- xi; a+l _- a + + xi; i + + }

else { fx(Xj) ,-- m - xj; a 7 ,-- a 7 + (m - xj); j + + };

a, _ max{at,a1};

3. f : X U Y --* 1V is the combination of fx and ft.

We recognize a + as accumulating the first term in al, and a i- as accumulating the

second. Given the sorted ordering of the xi's, the algorithm finds a turning point t, where

f(Xi) = xl for i _< t, and f(Xi) = m - xi for i > t; furthermore, among all such turning

points the one chosen minimizes max{a +, a_-}. That this algorithm defines a_ follows from

the fact that the optimal schedule must have this structure, for suppose not. Assume there

are p and q with 1 _< p < q _< k such that f(Xp) = m- xp, and f(Xq) = Xq. Since

xp <_ xq and m - xp >_ m - xq, it follows that max{m - x v, Xq} > max{x v, m - xq}, so that

changing the assignment for Xp and Xq does not increase al. We may apply this argument

repeatedly until the resulting assignment exhibits a turning point, as claimed.

FIG. 4 shows an example of using algorithm A to compute the optimal value of aa. The

numbers in the circles are the values of function fx of the corresponding tasks. We also

illustrate a + and a i- as functions of index, even though the algorithm will not generate

all such values we display. From now on, we shall use the diagrams similar to FIG. 4 but

without the a +, a_- values to represent the definition of f, which we will also call assignment

diagrams.
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_1 Xi

Bad choice 25 @

X 4 40 15

X 5 56 16

X 6 72 16

X 7 99 17

X 8 117 18
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®

FIG. ,4. An e_ample of using algorithm A to compute a_.

We see from the above discussion that a_ and c_, the optimal values of al and ct2, can

be obtained by algorithm A in thne O(klog k), while a_, the Optimal value of a3, can be

obtained by choosing min{xl, m - xi} for task Xi and min{yi, n - yi} for task Y/. However,

the difficulty we face is that these optimalities may not be achieved at the same time, i.e.,

the assignment minimizing a_' and a_ may not be consistent with the assignment minimizing

a;. To highlight the differences we will say that f(Xi) (alt., f(Yi)) is a bad choice if f(Xi) ¢

min{xi, rn- zi} (alt., f(Y/) ¢ min{yi, n - yi}), and that f(Xi) (alt., f(}_))is a disastrous

choice if f(Xi) _ min{xi, rn- xi} (alt, f(Y/) 7_ min{yi, n - yi}) and f(Xi) + f(Yi) > _*,

where a* max{a_, a_, a_}. In the example in FIG. 4, the shaded circles represent the bad

choices. It is easy to see that bad choices always form a contiguous block which includes

the-tu¥iaii_g point. Without loss of generahty, assume thaJt the block Of bad Choices is in

the left column Of tii=e assignment diagram and ends at the turning point. We observe that

if f contains no disastrous choices, then a* = max{a_, a_, a;} _> max{a_', a._} >__a;, and

F = f. Should f contain disastrous choices, we need to consider modifying it in order to

find the function F with the minimum a.

Let us assume then that we have computed an assignment f by applying Algorithm A

to the X list (2nd_0_nd: theX assignment function fx), and to the Y list (and so find

the Y assignment :function fz), and have identified at least _0ne disastrous choice, f may or

may not betIie oi_:l;[mal assignment F. We :iaave developed a number of:results _that help us

to identify jobs or, for which it may be possible that f(Xi) ¢ F(Xi) or f(Y_) # F(Y/). Most

importantly, these results severely constrain the number of tasks whose assignment in f can

(lifter from their assignment in F. Given f, we will identify a set of possible assignment
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switchesto consider;the least-costassignmentamongthesewill be theoptimalassignment.
Weshowthat for the givenf, only O(klog k) alternative assignments must be considered,

whence the optimal assignment is found in O(klog k) time.

We proceed now by making some definitions, and stating certain results founded upon

them (proofs are relegated to the Appendix). Without loss of generality, we assume m >_ n

in the remainder.

Given f, let Bx and By be the sets of bad choices in fx and fy, respectively, and Dx

and Dy be the sets of disastrous choices in fx and fy, respectively. Now, in the assignment

diagrams of fx and fy, let XL and YL be the sets of choices in the left columns of fx and

fy, respectively, and Xn and YR be the sets of choices in the right columns of fx and

fy, respectively. We denote the sets of tasks whose assignment differs under f and F as

Ux C_XL, Vx C_XR, Uy C_YL, Vy C_YR. We use al(Ux,Vx) (alt. a2(Uy,Vy)) to denote

the corresponding al (alt., a2) resulting from the switches in Ux, Vx (alt. Uy, Vy). Finally,

we will say that assignment f(Xi) (alt., f(Y/)) is a potential switch if either f(Xi) (alt.,

f(Y_)) is a disastrous choice, or f(Xi) (alt., f(Y_)) is a bad choice while f(Y_) (alt., f(Xi)) is

in Vy (hit., Vx), and f(Xi)Wn- f(Yi) > a2(Uy, Yy) (alt., m- f(Xi)w f(Yi) > al(Ux, Yx)).

The next three results serve to constrain the number of switches we must consider.

LEMMA 1 [f[Bx] __ 3, then F = f.

LEMMA 2 [Dy[ <_ 2.

LEMMA 3 IUxI IVxl and IUY[ _ IVYI,.

LEMMA 4 All members of Ux and Uy are potential switches.

Now consider the implications of these results. By Lemma 1 we only have to worry about

situations when [Bxl _<2. By Lemma 4 we know that Ux contains only potential switches,

which are recognizable bad choices. There are at most 4 different combinations of changing

or not changing the assignments of bad choices in the left column of fx. By Lemma 3 we

know that at most two assignments in the right column of fx may change. For each fixed

combination of changes to fx's left column we need consider no more than O((_)) pairs of

possible changes to assignments in fx's right column. We also need to consider possible

changes to fv. Lemma 2 tells us ]Dy] <_ 2; Lemma 3 tells us ]Vy[ <_ ]Uy]; Lemma 4 tells us

that Uy may contain only potential switches, which again are either disastrous choices in fy,

or bad choices f(Yi) with f(Xi) E Vx. It follows that IVY[ _< [Uy[ _< ]Dy[ + [Vx[ _< 4. This

means that for every fixed combination of switched/non-switched assignments of potential

switches in the left column of fy, we need consider no more than all switched/non-switched

combinations of four good choices from the right column of fy. There are O((4_)) of these.

ll



Consideringall combinationsof possiblechangesto fx and possible changes to fv requires

time 0((_). (_)) = O(k6).

We describe this algorithm for problem P'2 formally as follows.

1. If m < n, rotate the mesh by 90 degrees, and redefine the parameters in the new

coordinate system.

2. Use algorithm A twice to define f which minimizes max{a1, c_2}

3. If the block of bad choices in an assignment diagram is not in the left column, rotate

the diagram by 180 degrees, and exchange the roles of the two machines involved in

the assignment.

4. If there are no disastrous choices in both fx and fy, let F be f and go to step 6.

Otherwise continue in step 5.

5. List all possible definitions of Ux, Vx and Uy,Vy. For each possible combination of

Ux, Vx, Uy, Vy, compute its a. Let F be the function determined by the Ux, Vx, Uy,

_/_ which together result in the smallest a.

6. Use Gonzalez and Sahni's algorithm to construct the schedule with Cm_: = a.

In this algorithm, steps 1, 3, and 4 each take O(k) time, while steps 2 and 6 each take

O(klogk) time. We also know that for step 5, even if we use the brute-force method of

checking all possible combinations of Ux, Vx, Uy, Vy, the time needed is still polynomial,

O(k6). In the next section, we shall show that step 5 can in fact be implemented in time

O(klog k), thus yielding an O(klogk) algorithm for P2.

4 An O(klog k) implementation of the algorithm

The previous section demonstrated that the routing problem has polynomial complexity. We

can drive the asymptotic complexity to O(klog k), but at the price of tremendous compli-

cation in the algorithm. Our results may be primarily of theoretical interest; our algorithm

can be implemented, but suffers from a lack of elegance. One hopes that additional work

on the problem may yield a more intuitive solution:: = :

Let us now consider the following three cases: IBx] = O, IBxI = 1, and ]Bx] = 2.

We shall prove that in each case the function F, which minimizes a, can be obtained in

O(klogk) by switching some assignments in the function f. We will use the next three

lemmas to help reduce the number of possible combinations we must consider. Their proofs

can be found in the Appendix. = : :

LEMMA 5 /fIBxl =0, then IUxI = ]VxI =0 andlDyI <_ 2.

12
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LEMMA 6 If [Bx[ = 1, the,, [Vxl __ IUxI <_1 and IDY] <_ 2. Furthermore, if Dy =

{f(Y1),f(Y2)), then a* < f(Xl)+ f(X2) and one of f(X1) and f(X2) is the largest bad

choice in f x .

LEMMA 7 If IBxI = 2, then IDxl <_1 and [DY] __ 1. Furthermore, if Dx = {f(Xl)}, then

Dy = {f(Y1)); if Dy = {f(Y1)} and f(X1) _ Bx, then f(X1) must be in the right column

in the assignment diagram of fx.

We first consider Case 1: [BxI = O.

By Lemma 5, Ux = Vx = ¢. Since Yx = ¢, only disastrous choices in fy can be

potential switches for Uy. We consider two subcases: (a) ]Dy] = 1; and (b) ]Dy] = 2.

(a) If Dy = {f(Y1)}, then f(Y1) is the only potential switch in fv. Consider the

following possible combinations of Ux, Vx and Uy, Vy, each of which determines a feasible

definition of F, and choose the one with the smallest a to be F. The entire process takes

O(k) time.

#
1

2

3

Ux [ Vx Uy

__ : {f(Vl))

{f(Y,))
Vy i/I Tim_

¢ 0(1)

¢ o(1)

{f(Y_)}, Vf(Y_) E O(k)

(b) If Dy = {f(Y1),f(Y2)}, then f(Y1) and f(Y2) are the two potential switches in fy.

Without loss of generality, assume f(X1) + f(Y1) _> f(X2) + f(Y2)- This means that if

[Uy I = 1, it must contain f(Y1), not/(Y2). Consider the following feasible definitions of F.

#
1

2

3

4

5

6

¢ ¢
¢ ¢

¢ ¢
¢ ¢

¢ ¢

Uy Vy Time

¢ ¢ o(1)

{f(Y_)} ¢ 0(1)

{f(Y_)} {/(Y_)},Vf(Y 0 E YR O(k)

{f(Y,),f(Y2)} ¢ 0(1)

{f(Y_),f(Y2)} {f(Y,)},Vf(Y_) E YR O(k)

{f(Y1),f(Y2)} {f(Y_), f(l_)},Vf(Y,), f(Yj) E VR O(klogk)

In the sixth situation, if we check all combinations of f(Y,), f(Yh) E YR for Yy, there

will be O(k _) possibilities. However, not all combinations need to be examined. Our goal is

to choose f(]_) E YR for each fixed f(Y_) E YR so as to minimize max{a2(Ur, Vy), f(Xj) +

n - f(Yj)}, where (_2(Uy,Vy) _- a_ q- 2n -- f(Y1) - f(Y2) - f(Yi) - f(Yj). First, sort in

time O(klogk) all f(Yj) E YR according to the value f(Xj) + n - f(Yj) nondecreasingly.

Then in the sorted list discard those choices no greater than their left neighbors, yielding

a list of f(Yj)'s sorted by nondecreasing f(Xj) + n - f(Yj) and nonincreasing a._ + 2n -

13



f(Y1) - f(Y2) - f(Yi) - f(Yj) for any fixed f(Yi). This step takes O(k) time. Finally, for

each fixed f(]_), perform a binary search in the list to locate the f(]_) with the minimum

max{a_ + 2n - f(Y_) - f(Y_) - f(Y_) - f(Yj), f(Xj) + n - f()_)}, taking O(klog k) for all

f(Yi)'s. We can then check the IYRI feasible definitions of F with Vy = {f(Yi), f(_)} as

defined above.

Case 2: IBxl = 1.

By Lemma 6, when Dy = {f(Y1), f(Y2)}, one of f(X1) and f(X2) must be a bad choice

in fx, which implies that it is a disastrous choice. Therefore, if IDYI = 2, then IDx[ = 1.

We consider four subcases: (a)IDxl = 0 and lDvl-- 1; (b)IDxI = 1 and [Dy[ = 0; (c)

[Dx[ = 1 and [Dy[ - 1; and (d) [Dx[ = 1 and [Dy[ = 2. We notice that in any situation

with Vx = 4), only disastrous choices in fy can be potential switches for Uy, and that

whether IDy[ = 0 or 1 or 2, we can use the same method as in Case 1 to determine F in

O(klogk) time. Let ,s no,,, ass,me IVxl = J, i.e., Vx = {f(Xd), V/(Xd • XR, which also
implies Ux = Bx.

(a) If Dx = 6, and Dy = {f(Y_)}, then f(X1) can not be a bad choice. Assuming

Bx = {f(X2)}, we have Ux = {f(X2)}. Because f(X2) is a potential switch that is not a

disastrous choice, we have f(Y2) E Vy and f(Y1) E Uy. Note that f(Y/) may also be in Uy

if f(l_) is a bad choice. Consider the following feasible definitions of F.

# Vy Time

1 {f(Y1)} (f(Y2)} O(k)

2 {f(Ya),f(_)},i ¢ 1 {f(Y2)} O(k)

3 {f(Ve),f(Yj)},Vf(Yj) E YR,J ¢ 2{f(Y_),f(Yi)},i 7_ 1 O(klogk)

In the second and third situations, we only need to check those feasible definitions

of F with Vx = {f(Xi)}, for which f(Y/) E By and rn - f(Xi) + f(Yi) > al(Ux, Vx) =

a;+m-f(X2)-f(Xi). In the third situation, we can avoid checking all O(k 2) combinations

of f(Xi) E XR with i ¢ 1 and f(l_) E YR with j ¢ 2 by using the same method developed

in the sixth situation of subcase (b) in Case 1.

(b) IfDx = {f(X1)}, and Dr = _, then Ux = {f(X1)}, and Vx = {f(xd),vf(xd

xR. Consider the following feasible definitions of F.

# uy ½ Time

2 {f(_)} 4, o(k)
O(klogk)

In the second and third situations, we only need to check those feasible definitions of

F with Vx = {f(Xi)}, for which f(Y/) E By and m - f(Xi) + f(Yi) > al(Ux,Vx) =
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a_ + m- f(X1)- f(Xi). In the third situation, we use a method similar to that in the sixth

situation of subcase (b) in Case 1 to avoid checking all O(k 2) combinations of f(X,) E XR

and f(Yj) E YR. The only differences are that a2(Ur, Vy) = a_ + n - f(Yi) - f(Yj) and

that if f(Yl) E YR we use ra - f(X_) + n - f(Y1) instead of f(Xl) + n - f(Yl) for choice

f(Y1) in the sorting part.

(c) If Dx = {f(Xl)}, and Dr = {/(Yt,)}, where h is a fixed index equal to or not equal

to 1, then Ux = {f(X1)}, Vx = {f(Xi)},Vf(Xi) E Xr¢. Note that f(_) E Ur only when

f(Y/) E Br and ra - f(Xi) + f(Yi) > al (Ux, Vx) = aT + m - f(Xl ) - f(Xi). Consider the

following

#
1

2

4

5

6

7

8

feasible definitions of F.

Ur

¢

{f(v,))

{f(Y,)}

{f(Yh)}

½

¢

{f(Yj)},gf()_) E }_

Tinle

o(k)

o(k)

o(k log k)

o(k)¢

{f(Yh)} {f(Yj)},Vf(Yj) E }_,j 7_ i O(klogk)

{f(Y_),f(Yi)},i # h (b O(k)

{f(Yt_),f(Yi)},i # h {f(Yj)},Vf(Yj) E Yn O(klogk)

{f(Yh), f(Yi)}, i # h {f(Ya), f(Y_)},Vf(Yj), f(_) E YR o(k log k)

The reason why j # i in the fifth situation is that if f(Yi) E YR and we let V), = {f(Yi)},

then m - f(Xi) + n - f(Yi) >_ I(X_) + I(Yh) >_max{f(X1) + f(Y1),f(Xh) + f(15_)}, which

indicates the resulting assignment is even worse than the original assignment without any

switches. The method used in the sixth situation of subcase (b) in Case 1 can be applied to

the third, fifth and seventh situations in this subcase to achieve the O(klogk) bound. In the

eighth situation, if we check all combinations of f(Xi) E XR and f(Yj), f(}_) E })_, there

will be O(k 3) possibilities. We will show that not all combinations need to be examined.

Our goal is to choose f(Yj),f(l_) E YR for each fixed f(Xi) E XR so as to minimize

max{ct2(Uy,Vv),f(Xj) + n - f(Yj),f(Xt) + n - f(Yl)}, where _2(Uy, 1_) = _ + 2n -

f(Y_ ) - f(Yi) - f(Yj) - f(Yt). Without loss of generality, assume f(Xj) + n- f(Ya) >- f(Xl) +

n - f(Yl ). First, sort in O (k log k) time f(Yj) E Yn according to the value f(Xj) + n - f(Yj )

nondecreasingly. Second, in the sorted list, for each f(Yj), except the first one, let f(}})

be the largest choice among those on the left side of f(Yj). This can easily be done in

O(k) time. Now, we have a list of IYRI- 1 choice pairs f(Y_),f(_) ordered according to

the value f(Xj) + n - f(Yj) nondecreasingly. Third, in O(k) time discard those pairs with

their sum f(Yj) + f(Y_) no greater than that of their left neighbors in tile list. Finally,

for each f(Xi) E XR, use binary search to find the pair f(Yj), f(}}) with tile minimum

max{a; + 2n - f(Y1) - f(Y/) - f(Yj) - f(Yl), f(Xj) + n - f(Yj), f(Xt) + n - f(}'i)} among

the remaining pairs in the list, which altogether takes O(klog k) time. In the above process,
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if f(Y1) E YR, use m - f(Xl) + n - f(Y_) instead of f(X_) + n - f(Y_) for choice f(Yl) in

the sorting part.

(d) If Dx = {f(X1)}, and Dy = {f(Yl), f(Y2)}, then by Lemma 6 f(X1)+ f(X2) > a*,

and f(X1) and f(X2) are in the different columns of fx. Since f(X1) is the bad choice,

then f(X2) E XR. By assumption Ux -- {f(X1)}, and Vx = {f(Xi)},Vf(Xi) E XR. We

notice the following properties of the feasible definitions of F.

First, for the situation in which Vx = {f(X2)}, the number of feasible definitions

we need to check is bounded by O(k]ogk) time. In the following discussion, we assume

Vx = {f(Xi)), where i _ 2.

Second, we do not need to consider those situations where Vx = {f(Xi)}, for which

f(Yi) C By. Assume Vx = {f(Xi)), for which i _ 2 and f(Y_) E By. We have f(X_) +

f(r2) > a* >_ a_ >_ f(Y_) + f(Y2) + f(]_), therefore f(X2) > f(Y1) -f- f(Y/). We also have

f(X2) + f(Y2) > a* >_ a_ >_ f(X2) + f(Xi), therefore f(Y2) > f(Xi). We can show that

m - f(Xi) + n - f(Yi) > f(X,) + f(Vl ), because f(X1) <_ m - f(X2) < m - f(Yx) - f(Y/) <

m-f(Yl)-f(Y_)÷n-f(Xi). We can then show that m-f(Xi)+n-f(Yi) > f(X2)+f(Y2),

because f(X2)+ f(Xi) <_a* < f(Xl)+ f(V,) < f(X1)+ f(X2)- f(Y/) _< m- f(_) _< m-

min{f()_), f(]_)} < m- min{f(Y2), f(Y_) + n-max{f(Y2), f(]_)} = m + n- f(Y2)- f(Yi).

This means that m - f(Xi) + f(]_) > m - f(Xi) + n - f(Y/) > max{f (X1) + f(Y1), f(X2) +

f(Y2)}, which indicates that whether we switch f(]_) or not the resulting assignment is

always worse than the original assignment without any switches.

Taking the above facts into account, we only need to consider the following feasible

definitions of F. Without loss of generality, assume h = 1 or 2, where f(Xh) + f(Yh) =

max{f(X1) + f(Yl),f(X2) + f(Y2)). This means that if ]Uy] -- 1 then Uy = {f(Yn)).

# uv W Time

1 ¢ ¢ O(k)

2 {f(rh)} ¢ o(k)

3 {f(Yh)} {f(Yj)),Vf(Yj) E YR,j # i O(klogk)

4 {f(Y_), f(Y2)} ¢ O(k)

5 {f(Y1),f(Y2)} {f(Yj)), Vf(]_) E YR,j _ i O(klogk)

6 {f(Yj),f(Yt)),Vf(Yj),f(Yl) e YR,j,I 7L i{f(Y1), f(Y2) } o(k log k)

Similar to the previous

subcase is also bounded by

Case 3: IBxI - 2.

By Lemma 7, [Dx[ _< 1 and [Dy[ _< 1, and if there is a disastrous choice in fx, there is

also a disastrous choice in fy. We consider two subcases: (a) [Dx[ = 0 and [Dy[ = 1; and

(b) [Dx[ = 1 and [Dy[ = 1.

subcases, the number of situations we need to check in this

o(k log k).
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(a) If Dx = ¢, and Dr = {f(Yl)}, then by Lemma 7 f(X1) E XR, and Vy, if nonempty,

only contains f(Y/) with f(Xi) qJ Bx. Otherwise, f(Xd+n-I(_) > rn-f(xd+7_-f(_) >_

f(Xl) + f(Y1), which implies that the resulting a is even larger than that for f. So there

is no potential switches in fx. Consider the following feasible definitions of F.

#

1

2

3

Vv

¢ ¢ ¢

¢ ¢ {f(rl)}

{f(Y1))

½ Time

¢ O(1)

¢ 0(1)

{f(_)},Vf(Y/) 6 YR with f(Xi) f[ Bx o(k)

(b) If Dx = {f(X_)], and Dr = {f(Y1)}, then we notice the following properties of the

feasible definitions of F.

First, we do not have to consider the situation in which both f(Xl) and f(Yl) are

switched. Because assuming f(X2)is the other bad choice in fx, m- f(X1)+ 77,- f(Y1) <

f(X1) + n - f(Y1) < f(X1) + f(Xj <_ a*, which suggests that switching just f(Yl) is

already good enough, why bother to switch both f(X_) and f(Y1)?

Second, [UxI _< 1. Assume Ux = {f(Xl),f(XJ}. This case happens only when

f(Y2) 6 Vv, f(X3) 6 Vx for some f(Y3) 6 Uy, and f(X2) + n - f(Y2) > a2(Uy, Vy) =

a_ + n - f(Y3) - f(Y2). Then f(Y_) + f(Y3) _<a_ < f(X2) + f(Y3). So f(Y_) < f(X2). On

the other hand, f(X1)+ f(Y1) > a* >_ f(Xl)+ f(X2). So f(Y1) > f(X2). A contradiction!

Taking the above facts into account, we only need to consider the following feasible

definitions of F.

# Vx

¢

¢

{f(x2)}

Vx

¢

¢

¢

¢

Uy

¢

{f(Y1)}

{f(vl)}

{f(Y1)}
{f(X2)}

{f(Xl)}

Vr Time

¢ 0(1)

¢ O(1)

{/(Y_)},V/(Yi) e YR O(k)

{f(Y2)} 0(1)

{f(Y2)} O(k)

¢ 0(1)

¢ o(k)

¢ o(k)

{f(Xi)},Vf(X{) e XR

6 ¢

7 {f(Xl)) {f(Xi)},Vf(Xi) E XR ¢

8 {f(X1))

{f(X1)}9

{f(Y1)}

¢

{f(Xi)},Vf(Xi) 6 XR {f(Y/)}

{f(Xi)},Vf(Xi) 6 XR {f(Y/)}

We check the fourth and fifth situations only when f(Y2) E YR, and f(X.2) + n - f(Y2) >

a1(Uy,Vy) = a_ + n - f(Y_) - f(Y2). In the eighth and ninth situations, we only need to

check those combinations with Vx = {f(X/)}, for which f(Y/) C By and m-f(Xi)+f(Yi) >

al (Ux, Vx) = a_ +m- f(Xl)- f(Xi). We shall prove that there is at lnost one such f(Xi).

Assume there are two, say, f(Xi) and f(Xj). Then m - f(Xi) + f(t}) > a *i+ m - f( X1) -
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f(Xi). So f(X1) + f(X2) <_ aT < f(Xl) + f(Yi). Therefore f(X2) < f(Y/). Similarly, we

have f(X2) < f(Yj). However, f(X_)+ f(Y_) > a* >_ a_ >_ f(Y_)+ f(Yi)+ f(Yj). We have

rn > I(X1) > f(Y/) + f(Yj) > 2f(X2). So f(X2) < _, which is a contradiction to that

f(X2) is a bad choice. In the eighth situation, we spend O(k) to find the f(Xi) E Xn, if

it exists, and 0(1) to check the corresponding situation. In the ninth situation, we spend

O(k) to find the f(Xi) e XR, if it exists, and spend O(k) to check the feasible definitions

with I_ = e YR.

5 Conclusion

This paper studies a problem of routing messages on an SIMD parallel architecture whose

processing elements (PE) are connected as a toroidal mesh. In our problem the sets of

messages processors send are isomorphic, meaning that if some processor i has a message to

send which must traverse xi PEs in the East-West dimension and yi PEs in the North-South,

then all PEs have a message to send with identical routing offsets. We examine variants of

the problem having differing assumptions concerning simultaneous use of communication

channels, and the ability to buffer a message temporarily en-route. Our solution approach

is to view the problem as a scheduling problem, related to a previously studied open shop

scheduling problem. Our results provide new results not only on the motivating routing

problem, but on a new class of scheduling problems as well.

A spectrum of complexities are obtained, from linear in the number of messages (k) per

processor to NP-complete. The variation where all ports may be used simultaneously and

messages may be buffered en-route is of particular interest; we first show quickly why the

problem has a polynomial solution, and then do an extensive case analysis to show that

the complexity is O(klog k). The case analysis lacks elegance; our hope is that future work

may provide a more direct solution to the problem.

Appendix

LEMMA 1 If IBxI > 3, then F = f.

PROOF. We shall prove that Dx = ¢ and Dy = ¢. Suppose that f(Xl), f(X2), f(X3),...

are the bad choices in fx, and that f(X1) is the largest among all. Assume that there is at

least one disastrous choice in fx (alt., fr), say, f(X 0 (alt., f(Y/)). Then f(Xi) + f(Yi) >

c_* >_ c_; >_ f(X,) + f(X.2) + f(Xa). So f(]_) > (f(X,) - f(Xi)) + f(X2) + f(X3) >_

f(X2) + f(X3) > 2 x _- = rn, which is impossible. II

LEMMA 2 IDy[ <_ 2.
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PROOF.AssumeDr = {f(Yl),f(Y2),f(Ya),...}. Then at least two of f(X1), f(X2),

f(X3) are in the same column in the assignment diagram for fx, say, f(X1) and f(X2).

Since both f(Y1) and f(V2) are disastrous choices, we have f(X,) + f(V,) > a*, and

f(X2) + f(Y2) > a*, therefore,

f(X,) + f(Yl) + f(X2) + f(Y2) > 2a*.

However, we know f(X,) + f(X2) < a_' _< a*, and f(Y1) + f(Y2) <_ a_ <_ a*, therefore,

f(Xl) + f(X2) + f(Y1) + f(Y2) < 2a*.

This is a contradiction.

LEMMA 3 [Ux[ >_ IVx] and [Uy[ > IVY[.

PROOF. We only prove ]Ux[ >_ [Vx[, since the proof of IUY[ <_ ]Vy[ is totally symmetric

and hence can be omitted. For notational simplicity, we ignore the subscript X in the

discussion below.

Assume IVl < IVI. Define any V' C V with IV' I = IVl. Let al(U , V) be the corre-

sponding al resulting from switches in U and V, and al(U,V I) be the corresponding al

resulting from switches in U and V'. Let a_' = max{at,a]-}, where a + = EI(x,)=_, xi,

and a i- = _](Xi)=m__i(m - xi).

al(U , V) -_- max{a + - Eu f(Xi) + Ev(m - f(Xi)), a 7 - Ev f(X_) + Eu(m - f(Xi))}

= a+ - EU f(Xi) + Ev(,n- f(Xi))

(Sincea,+ - a; > m(IUl- Jvl))
al( U' Vl) = max{ a+ - Eu f(Xi) + Ev,(m - f(Xi)), a-_ - Ev' f(Xi) + Eu(m - f(Xi))}

= a'_ - _u f(Xi) + _v,(m - f(Xi))

<- a+ - Eu f(X_) + Ev(m - f(X_))

(Since a 7 - a + <_ Ev_v,(m - f(Xi)) if a i- > a+.)

= al(U , V).

Therefore, al(U,V') < al(U,V), and it has fewer bad choices. Wily not try a_(U, V')?

In other words, the choices in V - V t do not have to be switched to the opposite column

since this does not lower al, and instead creates some new bad choices. |

LEMMA 4 All members of Ux and Uy are potential switches.

PROOF. As declared earlier, we only prove the lemma for Ux, and omit the subscript X.

If [U I = ]VI, and U contains some choices that are not potential switches, let U' be the set

of potential switches in U, and V' be any subset of V with IV'] = [U'[.
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al(U, V) : max{a + - _,u f(Xi) + _v(rn - f(Xi)), a I - _v f(Xi) + _u(m - f(Xi))}

= aT - Ev f(xd + Ev(m - f(xd)
a, (U', V') = max{a + - Eu, f(Xi) + F_.v,(m - f(Xi)), a-_ - Ev, f(Xi) + Eu,(rn - f(Xi))}

= a; - Ev, f(xd + Ev,(m - f(xd)
< a_ - Ev f(xo + Ev(m - f(xd)

(Since _,u-u' f(X_) < Ev_v,(m - f(Xi)).)

= al(U, v).
Therefore, al(U', V') <_ al(U, V), and U' does not contain any unnecessary switches.

If ]U] > ]V I, and U contains some choices that are not potential switches, let U' be the

set of potential switches in U, and V' be any subset of V with IV' t = max{O, IVI- IU - U'I}.

oq(U, V) -_- max{a + - Eu f(Xi) + Ev(m - f(Xi), a_ - Ev f(Xi) + Eu(m - f(Xi))}

= a7 - Ev f(&) + Ev(m - f(xd)
(Sincea+ - _i- < ,,,(Ivl- Ivl).)

al (U', V') = max{a + - EV' f(Xi) + __.v,(,n - f(X_)), a 7 - _.v' f(Xi) + Ev,(m - f(Xi))}

= a7 - Ev, f(Xi) + Ev,(rn - f(Xi))

(Since a + - a 7 < -_(IU'l- IV'l).)

<_ a'{ - Ev f(X,) + Eu(rn - f(Xi))

(Since Ev-v, f(Xi) <_ Eu_u,(m - f(Xi)).)

= al(U, V).

Therefore, al(U', V') <_ al(U, V), and U' does not contain any unnecessary switches. II

LEMMA 5 IflBxl = O, then IUxl = IVxl = o, and IDYI <_2.

PROOF. By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, [Vxl < [Ux] = 0. By Lemma 2, IDy] < 2. |

LEMMA 6 /f IBxI = 1, then IYxl _ IUxl _ 1 and IDY1S 2. Furthermore, if Dy =

{f(Y1),f(Y2)}, then a* < f(Xl) + f(X2) and one off(X1) and f(X2) is the largest bad

choice in f x.

PROOF. Assume a* > f(Xl) + f(X2), then f(X1) + f(Y1) > a* _> f(Xl) + f(X2). So

f()']) > I(X2). On the other hand, f(X2)+/(Y2) > a* >_ a_ >_ I(Y1)+ I(Y2). So

f(X2) > f(Y1). A contradiction!

We notice that when a* < f(X1)+ f(Xa), f(X1) and f(X2) are in the different columns,

and one of them, say, f(X1), has to be the largest bad choice in fx. II

LEMMA 7 lf lBxl = 2, then IDx] < 1 and IDrl <_1. Furthermore, if Dx = {f(Xl)}, then

Dv = {f(Yl)}; if Dr = {f(Y1)} and f(X1) ¢t Bx, then f(X1) is in the right column of the

assignment diagram of f x.
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PROOF.Supposethat f(Xi) and f(Xj) are two bad choices in fx. First, we notice that if

f(Xt) (l = i or j) is a disastrous choice, f(Yt) is also a disastrous choice, because f(Xt) +
m T/_ n

f(Yl) > a* >_ a, >_ f(Xi) + f(Xj), and therefore f(Yl) > -_ _> _-.

Assume that there are at least two disastrous choices in fx. They must be f(Xi) and

f(Xj). Since both f(Y/) and f(Yj) are disastrous choices, they are in the same column in

assignment diagram of ft. Then f(Xi) + f(Yi) > a m >_ a_ >_ f(Yi) + f(Yj). So f(Xi) >

f(Yj). On the other hand, f(Xj) + f(Yj) > a m>_ a_ >_ f(Xi) + f(Xj). So f(Yj) > f(Xi).

A contradiction!

Assume that there are at least two disastrous choices in fv, say, f(Y_) and f(Y2). Then

f(X1) + f(Y1) > a m _ a_ _> f(}_) + f(Y2). So f(X1) > f(Y'2). On the other hand,

f(X2) + f(Y2) > a m _> e_ > f(Xi) + f(Xj) >_ f(X,) + f(X2). So f(Y2) > f(X_). A

contradiction!

If Dx = {f(X1)}, then Dr = {f(Y1)}. If Dr = {f(Yl)} and f(X1) _ Bx, then f(X1)

must be in the right column. Otherwise, f(X_) + f(Y1) > f(Xi) + f(Xj) + f(X1). So

f(Y_) > f(Xi) + f(Xj) > rrt, which is impossible. •
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